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Streamline your trademark monitoring workflow. Watch Opposition Strength from Clarivate™ 
helps you assess the potential success of filing an opposition against a third-party word mark so 
you can quickly identify and oppose trademark registrations that may damage your brand. 

By combining Darts-ip™ trademark case data with CompuMark Watch trademark hits, Clarivate 
offers a new tool to help you efficiently review Watch results for word marks globally. Powered by a 
custom-designed AI-enhanced algorithm, the Opposition Strength feature helps you form data-
driven opinions faster and with greater confidence.  

 

Quickly identify the most relevant results  

Now, you can speed your review of third-party word marks by viewing an Opposition Strength score 
alongside your Watch hits, helping you quickly understand the likelihood of success of opposing a 
mark.  

 

Sort or filter your Watch results by Opposition Strength: 

• sort results with the greatest likelihood of opposition success to the top  
• minimize your review effort by identifying results least likely to be successful  
• use the ranking system that works for you: numeric, visual or categorical 

Opposition Strength is available for the following Watches:  

• Full Watch with reproductions 
• Identical Watch with reproductions 
• USPTO Pending Application Watch 
• USPTO Official Gazette Watch 
• U.S. State Trademark Watch 
• Canada Pending Application Watch 
• Canada Watch 
• Watch Lite 
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Leverage data-backed evidence for decisions  

Rely on the Opposition Strength score to provide a quantifiable value to help inform your decisions. 
Built on Darts-ip global database of over five million trademark cases, the Watch Opposition 
Strength feature uses AI-driven algorithms to predict the success of opposing a third-party mark. 
The Watch Opposition Strength feature will generate a score, calculating the success rate for one, 
two-or three-word marks with high accuracy. 

 

Plus, you can access related case details directly within your results to help further inform your 
decisions. Case details include:  

• Jurisdiction(s) 
• Applicant’s Trademark 
• Opposition’s Trademark 
• Last Document Date 
• Ruling(s) 
• Court and/or Trademark Office 
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Combine with Darts-ip to access even more valuable insights  

Pair your Watches with a Darts-ip subscription to discover additional insights into the third-party 
applicants and whether they have prior or existing litigation in other jurisdictions. Within the Darts-
ip platform, you can: 

• Examine cases and related data associated to a Watch hit 
• Review relevant precedent and find crucial arguments to prepare your opposition 
• Leverage the Goods and Services comparison filter within the Darts-ip platform to evaluate the 

similarity risk of flagged marks 
 

 
 

 
 

 

 
To learn more, visit clarivate.com 
 

https://clarivate.com/compumark/solutions/trademark-watching/
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